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Summary 

 Quantitative tightening will be a more complicated endeavour in the Eurozone. 

 Letting the balance sheet shrink passively may reduce excess liquidity too slowly, and may 

cause undesired volatility in monthly redemptions. 

 Actively selling assets leads to renewed fragmentation risks or politically difficult choices. 

 We argue that the ECB could enhance a passive balance sheet reduction with liquidity 

draining operations. 

 This allows the ECB to set a monthly target for liquidity reduction. Such transparency and 

predictability should lower the risk of market disruptions as the ECB decreases reserves. 

Since the ECB’s asset purchase programmes are the biggest contributor to liquidity, reducing 

the bond portfolio is an obvious next step in the ECB’s policy normalisation process. However, 

quantitative tightening may either be too slow of a process, or it could give rise to 

fragmentation risks. The ECB could therefore also consider liquidity draining operations. In 

fact, these options are not mutually exclusive, and the ECB could supplement a passive balance 

sheet roll-off strategy with liquidity draining operations. 

PEPP: don’t harm the first line of defence 

We expect that quantitative tightening will, at least at first, focus on the APP portfolio, while 

the PEPP holdings will probably be maintained. 

It is somewhat remarkable that the balance sheet reduction appears to focus on the APP portfolio 

first, since the PEPP was always meant to be more temporary in nature. This was one of the 

reasons why the ECB saw less need to impose strict restrictions on the purchases like the capital 

key or issuer limits. 

Admittedly, the ECB’s current guidance that APP redemptions will be reinvested ‘for an extended 

period of time past the date when it started raising rates’ offers leeway to start shrinking those 

portfolio holdings already, whereas the message that the PEPP portfolio will be ‘reinvested until at 

least the end of 2024’ would first have to be revised explicitly.  

More important, of course, is the role of the PEPP reinvestments as ‘first line of defence’ against 

spread widening. The ECB is currently reallocating these reinvestments as needed to limit spreads, 

so that the new TPI instrument doesn’t have to be activated immediately. The latest data suggest 

that this flexibility has not been used much after the summer. Nonetheless, shrinking the PEPP 

portfolio could lessen the effectiveness of this first line of defence. Arguably, the ECB could safely 

http://mr.rabobank.com/
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sell long-dated holdings that aren’t due for reinvestment in the next couple of years, but there is 

significant risk that the market interprets this differently and only focuses on the net redemptions 

and size of the PEPP portfolio instead. 

€20 to €40 billion per month? 

Assuming that the ECB would adopt a roughly similar pace as its peers, we guesstimate 

sovereign bond holdings could be reduced by €20 to €40 billion per month. We calculate that 

€30 billion per month would allow the ECB to reach its target in roughly 3 to 4 years. 

The Fed is currently shrinking its balance sheet at a maximum pace of $95 billion per month, 

comprised of up to $60 billion in Treasury securities and up to $35 billion in agency MBS.1 The 

Bank of England has recently even started selling Gilts in addition to the central bank no longer 

reinvesting maturing government bonds. This way, the Bank seeks to reduce its Gilt portfolio by 

£80 billion over the coming year.2 Although this sounds like a much smaller order of magnitude, 

we note that, correcting for their portfolio holdings prior to the start of balance sheet reduction, 

both central banks have set a broadly similar target pace for quantitative tightening (Figure 1).  

We guesstimate the monthly pace of Eurozone quantitative tightening by assuming that the ECB 

will adopt a roughly similar pace as its peers, i.e., around 10% of its initial holdings annually. 

However, the ECB’s separate APP and PEPP portfolios complicate matters somewhat. As noted 

above, it is unlikely that PEPP will be wound down already, but the ECB may nonetheless want to 

account for the programme’s contribution to excess liquidity. In this case they could accelerate 

the shrinking of APP to account for the liquidity from both programmes.  

In the conservative case that the ECB restricts quantitative tightening to the size of its APP 

holdings, 10% would amount to just over €20 billion in public sector securities per month; if the 

ECB wants to account for sovereign debt acquired under PEPP as well, the monthly pace would be 

just over €35 billion (Figure 2). Finally, based on the ECB’s total securities holdings, we could see a 

pace as high as €40 billion. A reduction of around €30 billion per month seems plausible, as it 

would allow the ECB to reach its target amount of excess liquidity (see below) in 3 to 4 years. 

Figure 1: Fed & Bank of England tighten at 

roughly similar pace 

 Figure 2: €20 to €40 billion monthly pace? 

 

 

 

Source: Fed, BoE, Rabobank  Source: Rabobank 

We believe that a quantitative tightening pace calibrated on the total portfolio would still largely 

consist of sovereign debt – i.e., more than the share of government bonds in the ECB’s portfolio. 

For example, the ECB may not own as much short-term corporate debt, or may not want to 

include this in the initial stages of quantitative tightening out of concerns over credit spreads. And 

we could imagine that the ECB does not want to shrink its supranational holdings. We don’t 

 
1 The Fed follows a cap approach, which means that the effective balance sheet reduction could be somewhat lower. 

2 This is £80 billion in total, i.e., from both passive and active quantitative tightening combined. 
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expect quantitative tightening to reduce the ECB’s portfolio to zero and supranational debt is the 

least contentious asset to hold in such a permanent portfolio. Therefore it makes less sense to 

include this asset class in the balance sheet reduction strategy. 

Targeting €2 trillion excess liquidity? 

It is very unlikely that the ECB can return to a regime of liquidity scarcity. Demand for reserves 

has increased structurally. We believe that around €2 trillion in excess liquidity will remain 

necessary, which equates to an initial quantitative tightening target of €1.2 to €1.5 trillion. 

Due to changes in the regulatory environment, banks’ preferences to hoard more liquidity, and 

the segmentation of liquidity across the Eurozone, the amount of liquidity that is needed is 

structurally higher than it was before the ECB embarked on a decade-long journey of 

unconventional policy. Our initial calculations lead to a ballpark estimate of a ‘new neutral’ level of 

excess liquidity of around €2 trillion, ceteris paribus. In the current market environment, reducing 

liquidity below that point would likely be more disruptive to banks and push up interest rates 

beyond levels seen as conducive to market stability.3 

Excess liquidity is currently at €4.7 trillion. Asset purchases account for the bulk of the liquidity 

provision, but TLTRO’s have also contributed €2.2 trillion. Earlier, we have estimated that roughly 

half of this TLTRO liquidity may have been borrowed for profitability reasons, while the other half 

has been drawn for funding reasons and will likely be structural use of ECB facilities. This means 

that around €1 trillion will probably be repaid in the next couple of months, after the ECB changed 

the interest rate on these loans. Some additional net repayments will probably happen as the 

current series of TLTROs mature over the next two years, but we expect a large share of the 

funding-based demand for TLTRO-III to be rolled over into a new LTRO. 4 

Subtracting these expected TLTRO repayments 

from the current amount of excess liquidity, 

quantitative tightening should –at least 

initially– aim to reduce liquidity by some €1.2 

to €1.5 trillion in order to get near the 

estimated target amount. Taking the upper 

limit, that’s only about the size of PEPP, or half 

the liquidity injected by the APP purchases.  

At a monthly pace of €30 to €35 billion, this 

would take the ECB 3 to 4 years, which we 

believe is a plausible timeline for the ECB as it 

decides on its quantitative tightening strategy. 

 

  

 
3 This estimate is not static, and can change over time, e.g. as the market structure changes. We will detail these 

estimates in a future note. 

4 Despite the shift to monetary tightening this year, we still believe the ECB will offer a follow-up LTRO (albeit at less 

generous terms) to ease banks’ transition towards a more market-based funding mix. 

Figure 3: A €1,200 to €1,500 billion QT target? 

 

Source: ECB, Rabobank 

https://research.rabobank.com/markets/en/documents/297997_ECB20211125.pdf
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Passive APP run-off: too slow? 

Passive quantitative tightening will probably drain liquidity at too slow a pace, and it could 

introduce unwanted volatility in the pace at which excess liquidity is drained.  

If the ECB limits itself to a passive reduction of the balance sheet, i.e., by not reinvesting principal 

payments as current holdings mature, that effectively limits the potential pace of quantitative 

tightening. Essentially, the Council’s policy normalisation would then be restricted by the assets it 

has decided to acquire when it was still actively purchasing assets. 

Our approximation of the actual composition of the ECB’s PSPP portfolio (see Appendix A) 

suggests that a passive strategy may be just enough if the ECB opts for the more conservative €20 

billion pace. Our calculations suggest that the ECB would see about €270 billion in sovereign 

bond redemptions in both 2023 and 2024 (Figure 3). But several arguments can be made for a 

faster reduction of excess liquidity, and in these cases purely passive quantitative tightening 

would probably not suffice.  

Moreover, since the universe of eligible bonds exhibits strong seasonality in redemptions, a fully 

passive approach may introduce quite some month-to-month volatility. The amount of maturing 

bonds is particularly low in August and December, while redemptions in April, May and October 

are above average (Figure 4). A quantitative tightening process with such swings is probably 

undesirable as it could unnecessarily increase market volatility. Of course, the ECB could smooth 

this process by capping the redemptions in those months with above average (or above target) 

redemptions. However, this would only slow the process of quantitative tightening further.  

So, the ECB may need some element of active liquidity reduction. 

Figure 4: Estimated PSPP redemptions per year  Figure 5: Seasonality in bond redemptions 

 

 

 

Note: Based on a simulation of the ECB’s purchases. PSPP 

only; does not include other asset purchase programmes. 

Source: Rabobank 

 Note: Monthly average redemptions, based on simulated 

ECB holdings maturing in 2023-2027. 

Source: Rabobank 
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Actively selling assets could significantly speed up the process of liquidity reduction. However, 

it raises substantial fragmentation risks to the extent that balance sheet reduction may be self-

defeating. Although these issues may be circumvented, that would be a politically sensitive 

decision. 

Following the capital key increases fragmentation risks 

APP purchases have always been conducted under the condition that these purchases should –on 

average– match the ECB’s capital key. One would therefore also expect this restriction to apply to 

the reduction of the bond holdings – be it actively selling assets or letting them run off gradually. 
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peripheral spreads under pressure, especially if the ECB decides to sell some of its bonds outright 

(Figure 6). 

Such spread widening could easily push Italy or other member states into the Transmission 

Protection Instrument. And, if the ECB is forced to activate the TPI and purchase bonds of 

particular countries, that would make quantitative tightening at least partially self-defeating. Of 

course, TPI purchases would be sterilised, so quantitative tightening would still effectively reduce 

excess liquidity. But in this case, there are probably better alternatives to sterilize the liquidity that 

was injected through APP purchases (see below).  

Selling core debt first is politically sensitive 

Alternatively, to avoid triggering a sharp widening of sovereign spreads, the ECB could start 

balance sheet reduction with core debt. This would exert less pressure on peripheral yields, plus it 

would reduce the collateral shortages that are impairing the transmission of hikes to German repo 

rates in particular. In other words, it might contribute to a more equal transmission of monetary 

policy across the Eurozone. This could perhaps also be used as an argument for its 

proportionality. Nonetheless, considering that it goes against the capital key, such a decision will 

probably face political opposition – not in the least part because it will raise questions about the 

composition of the ECB’s portfolio after it has drained sufficient liquidity.  

Avoiding sovereign bonds? 

Selling the non-sovereign part of the APP portfolio first may be a way to get around both of these 

pitfalls. However, debt issued by supranational issuers only makes for about 8% of the ECB’s 

portfolio. Plus, considering that a return to 

liquidity scarcity is unlikely, the ECB will 

probably continue to hold some securities. 

Supranational debt is a good candidate for this 

post-QT portfolio, so it makes less sense to 

reduce these bond holdings. 

Private sector assets in the APP portfolio add 

up to 21%, or €670 billion (Figure 7). That’s a 

decent share of excess liquidity, but selling all 

of this debt in short order is unfeasible as that 

would lead to significant credit spread 

widening. Moreover, it would only delay the 

inevitable choice of how to reduce sovereign 

bond holdings.   

Figure 6: Italy’s ‘QE premium’ at risk of unwinding further 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank 

Figure 7:  Hard to avoid the sovereign bond 

holdings when shrinking APP 

 

Source: ECB 
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Alternative options for draining liquidity 

The auctioning of term deposits or the issuance of (short-term) ECB securities also allow the 

ECB to drain liquidity quickly, but without the risks of fragmentation or political backlash that 

come with actively selling assets. Of the two alternatives, ECB securities could also improve the 

availability of collateral. However, both alternatives do have some operational drawbacks.  

Term deposits 

The ECB could simply take a page from their own playbook and use term deposits to gradually 

sterilise the liquidity that was injected through the APP. A similar approach was used from 2010 to 

2014, when the ECB sterilised bond purchases under its Securities Markets Programme, which –

unlike APP– did not have an inflation objective. The only difference is that the sterilisation of SMP 

occurred while the ECB was conducting the purchases, and that this time the ECB would be 

mopping up the liquidity ex post.  

There are some drawbacks to using term deposits in order to drain liquidity. First of all, it would 

not solve the issue of collateral scarcity, whereas releasing bond holdings back into the market 

would gradually improve the availability of collateral again. Other than that, there are some 

operational implications. Sterilising the APP using term deposits would require the ECB to conduct 

regular tenders –possibly on a weekly basis, like the sterilisation of SMP– and the ECB would 

probably have to offer a higher interest rate than the deposit facility rate, which means that it 

does not improve the ECB’s profitability issue. Finally, in the long run, it could impair the ECB’s 

ability to intervene using quantitative easing or similar policy tools, since this approach to liquidity 

draining would not reduce the ECB’s bond holdings – which raises the constraint of issuer limits.5 

Figure 8: Term deposits have been used before  Figure 9: The ECB would have to offer higher 

rates 

 

 

 

Source: ECB  Source: ECB 

ECB securities 

As an alternative to auctioning term deposits, the ECB could also opt to issue ECB securities as a 

liquidity draining instrument. ECB securities are essentially similar to term deposits, with the 

exception that they are tradable. This solves two shortcomings of term deposits. Most 

importantly, these securities would offer another high quality asset for use as collateral. This 

would ease some of the collateral shortage and may thus help reduce German Bunds current 

‘specialness’ in repo markets, which leads to an unequal passthrough of rate hikes. 

 
5 The ECB could of course change the parameters of its programmes in the future. However, we believe that one 

objective of policy normalisation is to lower the risk that this will be required. 
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Secondly, since these instruments are tradable, the ECB can issue longer tenors than it could 

feasibly issue term deposits, e.g., instruments with a maturity of 6 months instead of 1 week. After 

all, if any financial institution needs additional liquidity, it can sell the ECB securities. Of course, the 

issues of central bank profitability and the potential obstruction of future quantitative easing 

would remain legitimate concerns. 

Figure 10: Lower passthrough of rate hikes…  Figure 11: …and more dispersion in transmission 

 

 

 

Source: Macrobond, Rabobank  Note: Standard deviation of the repo rates for the bonds 

issued by major Eurozone member states 

Source: Macrobond, Rabobank 

The case for ‘hybrid’ QT 

Shrinking the balance sheet and liquidity draining operations are not mutually exclusive. The 

Council could supplement passive quantitative tightening with term deposits or ECB securities. 

This disconnects the pace at which the balance sheet is shortened from the pace at which 

liquidity is drained. Hence, it allows the ECB achieve a steady and higher monthly rate of 

liquidity reduction. 

The ECB probably wants to reduce excess liquidity in a predictable manner. This lessens the risk 

that the ECB’s tightening triggers unwarranted volatility in markets. Therefore, the Council 

probably wants to communicate a target pace for its quantitative tightening, just as it set a 

purchase target for quantitative easing. As we concluded above, passive quantitative tightening 

may not be sufficient to achieve this target pace of liquidity draining. And actively selling assets 

may limit month-to-month variability in liquidity outflow, but it would instead cause a more 

structural widening of spreads. 

However, the ECB could always use liquidity draining operations if passive balance sheet 

reduction is insufficient to meet the monthly target. This way, the ECB would reduce liquidity at a 

steady pace, without having to resort to selling securities. 

Assume that the ECB decides it wants to reduce liquidity at €30 billion per month. We estimate 

that this exceeds the proceeds of sovereign bond redemptions in most months. The ECB could 

then issue short-term securities to meet its monthly liquidity reduction target.6  

 
6 As discussed above, the ECB could just as well auction term deposits, but since these would have to be rolled over 

every few weeks that complicates the narrative. We will therefore refer to net issuance of ECB bills for the 

remainder of this section. 
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In those months when redemptions do exceed 

the threshold amount, the ECB can either 

reinvest the principal amount that exceeds the 

target pace, or the ECB could let all bonds 

mature and at that point buy back some of the 

bills it had issued previously (or simply not re-

issue maturing bills if their maturity coincides 

with the redemption). Both options effectively 

smooth the impact of unevenly spread 

redemptions on Eurosystem liquidity. 

Additionally, the former option –reinvesting 

above-target redemptions– might lessen the 

pressure on sovereign bond markets 

somewhat, as it limits the speed at which the 

ECB exits the market.  

The drawback of such a hybrid strategy is that, on balance, the ECB’s balance sheet would shrink 

less quickly than it would if the ECB were to actively sell securities. By extension, it prolongs the 

risk that the ECB’s QE-instrument is impaired by previous purchases should it need to restart 

unconventional policy in the future. However, by not actively selling securities, the ECB reduces 

the risks that its own normalisation disrupts markets. Plus, as opposed to only sterilising the 

purchases to date, the balance sheet does still shrink using this hybrid method. And once the 

target amount of excess liquidity is reached, the ECB can always continue its gradual balance 

sheet reduction: at that point, the central bank can offset the liquidity effect of further APP 

redemptions by reducing the outstanding amount of ECB securities or term deposits (Figure 13). 

This could also be a way for the ECB to frontload the draining of PEPP liquidity, without having to 

actually stop reinvestments: when the Council decides PEPP reinvestments are no longer needed, 

the additional redemptions from this programme could substitute some of the earlier-issued ECB 

securities. 

Figure 13: Shrinking the balance sheet after the liquidity target has been reached 

 

Note: Redemptions estimated based on simulated ECB portfolio holdings.  Target amount and speed of liquidity reduction 

are illustrative only. 

Source: Rabobank 
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Appendix A: Approximating the ECB’s portfolio 

In order to calculate the speed at which the ECB’s portfolio would ‘naturally’ shrink as assets 

mature, one needs to know the composition of the portfolio. However, except for the monthly 

statistics on the amounts purchased and the weighted average maturity of the ECB’s portfolio, the 

central bank offers little insight in its bond holdings. 

We have therefore estimated the ECB’s security holdings by simulating its monthly purchases 

from the start of APP to present. First, we compiled an ‘investable universe’, which contains all of 

the issued and eligible sovereign and sub-sovereign bonds at each point in time, as well as the 

notional amount that can be bought and the average monthly price. To ensure no bonds are 

bought at issuance, we only include a bond the month after its issue date.  

Then, using the ECB’s APP statistics, we minimize the deviation of the ECB’s hypothetical portfolio 

from the actual weighted average maturity, subject to the constraints that the total amount 

purchased each month must equal the ECB’s reported amount; the notional amount held of each 

security must at least be equal to the amount held in the previous period (i.e., no bonds may be 

sold); and the amount held by the ECB may not exceed 33% of any individual security. As an initial 

guess for each month’s purchases, we distribute the total purchase amount across eligible bonds 

according to their market value. This represents the ECB’s aim to purchase as market-neutral as 

possible. 

Since there are many securities available and 

only few constraints, there are multiple feasible 

solutions to this optimisation problem. To 

ensure our simulation yields plausible results, 

we can validate the resulting portfolio to some 

extent. The ECB publishes its own estimate of 

redemptions for the next 12 months, so we can 

compare this to the upcoming redemptions 

predicted by our simulated purchases (Figure 

A1). Considering that some estimation errors 

are to be expected, we believe that the 

redemption profile of our hypothetical 

portfolio should be a fair estimate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1: Simulation results vs. ECB reported 

 

Source: ECB, Rabobank 
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